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Noise in the Age of Capital
The modern age in Japan was characterized by dramatic changes to the sonic
environment brought about, first of all, in the context of the emerging industrial
economy and social changes of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. The
factors that contributed to the remarkable economic expansions, witnessed
particularly between the last decade of the nineteenth-century and the first four
decades of the twentieth, have already been listed and mulled over by numerous
scholars and do not need to be repeated here. Instead I start by noting the sheer influx
of new things in the age of capital, and all the new sounds and noises with which these
things infused both the urban and rural atmospheres.
New things like street-trams and automobiles, long-distance railroads through the
countryside and rumbling subway lines in the major cities; industrial factories with
heavy machinery, pounding out the unflagging rhythms of mass production; the
powerful new tools of modern construction such as the steamroller, the excavator, and
the drill press that transformed the built environment. This was also an age in which
politics and the market overlapped in a public auditory field, when political speeches
and large-scale advertising were amplified by the loudspeaker and later radio. In cafes
and bars, jazz; in classrooms, English and other foreign languages; in public parks and
along the new boulevards, imperial pageantry and military parades, patriotic public
anthems and awesome canon blasts. Nor should we forget the new amenities of the
modern home that gradually became available to the emerging middle class:
household products like the gramophone and the player piano, kerosene heaters and
electric lights, water boilers and gas-range kitchens, swinging doors and upright chairs
on wooden floors, all humming and creaking and clicking and clacking between the
walls of new middle-class houses.
Borrowing the Canadian composer and sound theorist R. Murray Schaferʼ s
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terminology, we could say the sonic environment in Japan transformed from a hi-fi to
a lo-fi soundscape. By hi-fi (high fidelity), Schafer refers to a state in which “discrete
sounds can be heard clearly because of the low ambient noise level,” and hence a hi-fi
soundscape is one that has “a favorable signal-to-noise ratio” (43). Conversely, in a
lo-fi (low fidelity) soundscape, “individual acoustic signals are obscured in an
overdense population of sounds” (43); in the ultimate lo-fi soundscape, he explains,
“the signal-to-noise ratio is one-to-one and it is no longer possible to know what, if
anything, is to be listened to” (71). According to Schafer, the lo-fi soundscape is a
historical condition peculiar to the modern era:
The lo-fi soundscape was introduced by the Industrial Revolution and was
extended by the Electric Revolution which followed it. The lo-fi soundscape
originates with sound congestion. The Industrial Revolution introduced a
multitude of new sounds with unhappy consequences for many of the natural
and human sounds which they tended to obscure; and this development was
extended into a second phase when the Electric Revolution added new effects of
its own and introduced devices for packaging sounds and transmitting them
schizophonically across time and space to live amplified or multiplied existences.
(71)
In Japan, many of these historical changes to the sonic environment occurred over
an especially short and intense span of time, and gave rise to a burst of interest in the
social effects of noise, especially from about the third decade of the twentieth century.
In this paper, I explore the relationship between the lo-fi soundscape of high
capitalism and the emergence of a newly framed social discourse on auditory attention
in modern Japan. I limit my general discussion here to the first few years of the Showa
period and consider how noise̶especially noise as a material object of attention and
distraction̶developed as a social issue. As we shall see, it was during this period that
we witness what was a loose slew of ideas and concerns about modern noise quite
abruptly and urgently converging and reifying in scientific and legal discourse, and
taking on new meanings and associations in the culture at large.
Furthermore, I focus on a few cultural examples of this new discourse from the
fields of literature, film and native ethnography from the year 1931. I have decided to
center this discussion on examples from a single year partly for the simple reason that
any kind of research demands limits, but also because 1931 was, as I hope to
demonstrate, an especially noisy year. Thus I wish to be clear at the outset that the
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study of modern noise and attention offered here is by no means exhaustive; nor does
it claim to capture the essence or main trend of modern auditory attention in Japan
through its limited examples. Rather it simply picks up some minor pieces of a sensory
history scattered across the cultural scene of the early-Showa era: just a bit of cultural
noise, if you will. 
Attention and the Psychodynamics of Hearing
Underlying the primary argument of this paper is the assumption that there are
deeply historical aspects to the ways in which people hear. By that, of course I do not
mean that people historically did not always have ears like we do or (perhaps more
predictably) that the faculty of hearing is entirely a matter of social construction.
(The latter claim would surely be as nonsensical as the former.) Obviously there are
well-defined physiological foundations to the ways in which human hearing functions
as well as the laws of acoustics that govern the behavior of sound waves, and in fact
these form an important basis for the present work. What is emphasized here,
however, is that neither physiology nor acoustics makes hearing a socially neutral
activity. They do not explain, for instance, the distinction between listening to a
conversation and overhearing one; or why the mind grabs onto certain sounds while
consigning others to “background” noise; or how particular sounds become associated
with deeply personal memories; or how hearing informs and interacts with the other
senses in daily experience. These issues have as much to do with things like changing
notions of privacy, the relationship between certain sounds and particular social
settings, alterations to the built environment, or the mediation of particular
technologies, as they do with physiology and acoustics. To put it another way, hearing
is not autonomous of history, and hence one cannot treat the science of hearing
(which is fact) as somehow prior to the practice of hearing (which is social event).
Before we explore the historical configurations of hearing and noise in the early-
Showa period, therefore, let us consider some basic psychodynamics of hearing and
attention. Recognizing some of the ways in which hearing works will help clarify the
historical issues that were at stake in relation to sounds and noises in the early-Showa
era.
The first aspect of auditory experience to keep in mind is the evanescence of sound.
The fleeting nature of auditory phenomena establishes some of the primary
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distinctions between the psychodynamics of hearing and vision. Unlike the material
objects in space which vision perceives, sounds are more precisely experienced as
events that involve two or more things bumping, crashing, sliding, grinding,
splattering, or in some other way coming in contact against each other. Something has
to happen, in other words, to create the sonic reverberations which travel to our ears.
In this respect, while images are generally perceived as objects in space, sounds
perhaps are better understood as events bound by time: they are already passing even
as we hear them. Walter Ong explains this essential impermanence of sound in his
study of oral and literate cultures:
All sensation takes place in time, but sound has a special relationship to time
unlike that of the other fields that register in human sensation. Sound exists only
when it is going out of existence. It is not simply perishable but essentially
evanescent, and it is sensed as evanescent. When I pronounce the word
ʻpermanenceʼ, by the time I get to the ʻ-nenceʼ, the ʻperma-ʼ is gone, and has to be
gone. (32)
This evanescent nature of sound shapes some of the basic contours of hearing, such as
how hearing is related to memory and the ways in which it interacts with vision. We
might say that the former, the relationship between hearing and memory, constitutes
its temporal dimensions, and the latter, the interactions of hearing and vision, its
spatial dimensions.  
A relationship between sound and memory can, for example, arise when sounds are
experienced as temporal markers, as events that punctuate and give reality to the
passage of time. That is to say, the auditoryʼs strong bond to the passage of time
sometimes causes a particular sound or noise to trigger a specific memory lodged deep
in the mind. This relationship between sound and memory is encapsulated in the
concept of ʻresonanceʼ, an idea Walter Benjamin took up in his Berlin Chronicle:
The déjà vu effect has often been described. But I wonder whether the term is
actually well chosen, and whether the appropriate metaphor to the process would
not be far better taken from the realm of acoustics. One ought to speak of events
that reach us like an echo awakened by a call, a sound that seems to have been
heard somewhere in the darkness of past life. (52)
Sound and memory become intertwined because hearing, much more than vision,
tends to be associative. Perhaps because our ears cannot discriminate individual
sounds with the precision that our eyes can identify individual objects in space, our
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sense of hearing depends far more on association, on quickly recalling the last time we
heard a noise to try to make sense of it in the present. (In this respect,
smell̶supposedly the “vaguest” of the five senses̶is often cited to be the most
mnemonic, as confirmed by the logic of perfumes: scents designed to arouse
unconscious associations with particular individuals.)
If the temporal dimensions of hearing are often related to memory, then as we
mentioned earlier, the spatial dimensions of hearing lie in its relations to vision.
Again, we should keep in mind the idea of sound experienced as an event in time
rather than an object in space. Take this short passage from Ongʼs descriptions of the
relationship between sound and activity:
Sound cannot be sounding without the use of power. A hunter can see a buffalo,
smell, taste, and touch a buffalo when the buffalo is completely inert, even dead,
but if he hears a buffalo, he had better watch out: something is going on. In this
sense, all sound, and especially oral utterance, which comes from inside living
organisms, is ʻdynamicʼ. (32)
Ongʼs description here effectively demonstrates the eventfulness of the auditory field,
but what I wish to draw attention to is his quick movement from hearing to vision
within this short passage. When the hunter hears a buffalo, he needs to watch out: that
is to say, he had better look up and orient himself, visually assess the situation. When
one hears a noise, in other words, the initial reaction is to take a look. This movement
from hearing to vision often characterizes the basic spatial relationship between
sounds and their sources.
Sounds of course are not the same things as their sources: for example, the sound of
traffic that I hear as I write this is not the same thing as the actual cars and trucks on
the busy road outside my window. And yet, the moment my mind has registered such
noises as traffic, my attention has already been diverted to the road outside and I find
myself taking a look (if not necessarily by sticking my head out of the window, then
at least with my mindʼs eye). Even as we distinguish between emitted noise and visual
source, because sounds are not solid objects in themselves, our minds tend to track
back to the visual sources in which we can anchor those sounds. That is to say, sound
is generally experienced as the sound of something, and nine times out of ten we are
more interested in that something than in the sound itself. Hence in experience, non-
lingual sounds, not completely unlike speech, often turn out to have an important
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referential element. If a particular noise̶the sudden screech of someone slamming
on their brakes, say̶has caught my attention, my knee-jerk reaction is to see what
happened. As Rick Altman has suggested through his notion of “hermeneutic sound,”
hearing seems to raise a question̶What was that?̶with the expectation that sight
will provide the answer.
1）
The question-answer relationship that characterizes our senses of hearing and
seeing arises from what is an ever-present discrepancy between what is heard and what
is seen. For the simple fact that sound waves can travel around corners, or over hedges,
or under tables, or even through walls in ways that light waves (which have a much
smaller amplitude) cannot, visual source and emitted noise (what we see and what we
hear) are always potentially decoupled. That is to say, sight is one-directional while
hearing, as Steven Connor points out, is ʻpanauralʼ: hearing constantly picks up the
noises of things that we are not looking at.
2）
For example, I sit here facing my laptop,
looking over what I have been writing, but my ears still pick up those traffic noises
from the street, the tick-tock of a clock, the hum of the refrigerator in the kitchen.
Most of the time I do not bother to take note of these and others noises, but the fact
remains that they are there, available to my ears. In this state, hearing could be said to
be on constant alert, open to sounds and noises from all directions, while sight is more
precisely put into action by directing the eyes. The difference between seeing and
hearing in this respect is exemplified best by the fact that we can close our eyes to shut
out the visual world while our ears cannot be closed to block out the auditory. (After
all, even when we sleep our ears continue to pick up sounds̶the sound of the alarm
clock, say̶although the majority of these do not cross the threshold of
consciousness.) We might say, therefore, that hearing is often the sense of open
reception, sight that of directed attention.
Of course we should not think that these sensory roles of reception and attention
are fixed or exclusive. They are clearly inter-sensorial, being shared simultaneously
and constantly shifting in relative degree between not just vision and hearing, but
touch, smell and taste as well. Thus vision is not always in a focused state of attention
but can often act as an open sense of reception, as when we say that something
unexpected has ʻcaught our eyeʼ or when one picks up movement from the ʻcorner of
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1) See Rick Altmanʼs Introduction for Sound Theory and Practice.
2) Connor, “Sounding Out Film”.
the eyeʼ. The same could be said of smell, when we get a sudden whiff of something
baking in the kitchen, or more urgently, of something burning. Indeed each of the
senses performs a role of open reception, often below the threshold of immediate
consciousness, and each is capable of shifting to a more conscious, directed state of
attention.
Hence, hearing is by no means exclusively in a constant state of open reception
either. According to the psycho-acoustician Reinier Plomp, “the most striking
property of the hearing system is its ability to analyze the world of superimposed
sounds and to separate them according to their various sources” (12). Even as
hearing picks up noises from all directions, it separates those noises according to their
sources (rather than, say, hearing them together as a single block of either harmonious
or dissonant sound) and then directs attention towards them individually as
necessary. The oft-cited example of the attentive capacities of hearing is our ability to
hold a conversation at a noisy party, when we pick out and concentrate on one voice
out of many; and furthermore, even during these moments of auditory focus, we will
quite remarkably catch our name being called out unexpectedly from another part of
the room. This is the so-called ʻcocktail party effectʼ in which hearing is narrowly
directed as well as openly receptive. It might also be one basis for the distinction
between sounds (to which we pay attention) and noises (by which we are
distracted).
The mental states of open reception and directed attention, therefore, constitute
some of the most important elements of the psychodynamics of hearing. As we shall
see in the next section, the psychodynamics of hearing became an area of keen social
interest in Japan particularly in the early years of the Showa period, when many
writers, film directors, social critics and public intellectuals problematized the notion
of “noise” in the public arena. Thus let us now turn our attention to the historical
configurations of attention and hearing in the modern era.
Auditory Metrics and Noise Abatement
As Karin Bijsterveld has described, it was during the latter-1920s that public noise
became a widely debated social issue in Europe and North America. Of course
complaints about noise pollution and noise abatement campaigns were nothing new,
but it was specifically during this period that a scientific approach to noise began to be
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incorporated into the public discourse. Prior to this period the term “noise” was used
only in the traditional sense of a sound that causes feelings of annoyance or irritation,
and hence was a matter of subjective judgment. However, research in the field of
telephone engineering gave rise to a scientific use of the term, as an object with
definite, measurable characteristics. Citing Ronald Beyer, Bijsterveld explains that in
the 1920s and 1930s acoustical engineers studying telephone reception “found that
the presence of other sounds interfered with such reception and began calling these
extraneous sounds noise” (Bijsterveld 175). At about the same time, research was also
being conducted into ways to control audio volumes in telephone reception: With the
development of technologies for telephones to separate different frequencies of sound,
and of the radio valve through which small energy levels could be intensified,
measuring and controlling levels of sound became much easier than in the past. These
technical developments resulted in the establishment in 1925 of the standardized
decibel system of audio measurement. And the decibel system in turn provided a
standardized unit of measurement for legally defining levels of noise pollution.
As one might expect, noise pollution was understood to be primarily an urban
problem. Using the new telephone technologies and the decibel system, several major
surveys of noise were conducted between 1926 and 1930 in cities like London, New
York, and Chicago. Bijsterveld points out that the New York survey of 1929-30 in
particular became widely influential due to its extensive scale of research. The Journal
of the Acoustical Society for America published a review of the survey compiled by
Rogers Galt, whose findings were subsequently cited in both scientific journals and
popular magazines throughout Europe and North America. Galtʼs review helped
spread the notion of noise as a quantifiable, scientific object of study instead of simply
a subjective matter of annoyance (Bijsterveld 175-176). This new approach towards
noise also paved the way for legislating noise using a standardized system of
measurement.
We see then that with the standardization of the decibel system in the late-1920s,
sound was reconceived in its own right as a material object independent of its source,
with noises now conceptualized separately from the events and actions that caused
them. Whereas previous legislation relating to the auditory field had regulated
particular activities that could result in excessive noise̶for example, public speaking,
say, or factory production̶now the object of legislation became noises themselves:
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whatever the activity causing the noise, what mattered legally was the volume of the
noise resulting from that activity. This was the reification of noise as a material object.
Following these trends in the West, during the late-1920s the notion of noise as a
quantifiable, scientific object that could be regulated through legislation began to take
root in Japan as well. In the late-1920s one begins to find various essays and articles in
the mainstream Japanese media that deal with noise pollution as a prominent social
issue. For example, as Kurata Yoshihiro points out, in 1927 the renowned legal
scholar Hozumi Shigetō, obviously aware of the contemporary legal debates in North
America and Europe, raised the problem of noise in an editorial to the Kokumin
shinbun:
Presently, the management of noise is not regulated in Japan, but I believe it is
clear that regulations in this area [ of law] will be passed in the future. (Kokumin
shinbun, 6 September 1927, quoted in Kurata 165, my translation)
In 1928 the famous linguist Shinmura Izuru wrote an editorial for the Osaka Asahi
shinbun in which he commented (not without a sense of irony) on the emergence of
“noise” as a social problem:
People today are extremely sensitive to noise. As peopleʼ s tastes in the
appreciation of music have become significantly more cultivated, inevitably their
sensitiveness and aversion towards noise have also been heightened. The
agitation that people of culture today feel towards auditory stimuli is beyond
comparison with that of people of old. (Osaka Asahi shinbun, 1 April 1928;
quoted in Kurata 166, my translation)
This burgeoning societal concern over noise rapidly led to more organized political
action, and in the 1930s noise surveys began to be conducted in various Japanese
cities. Kurata points out that a 1932 survey of city noises in Osaka conducted by the
national government received especially widespread attention in the media. For this
study surveyors reportedly recorded the noise of traffic throughout the city, the
sounds of construction work for the subway line in the busy Ōebashi area, and the
clamor of commuting crowds around Osaka station. With these auditory samples, the
local Osaka government was in a position to push for general legislation on noise
pollution. Similar surveys were conducted in other cities as well, and various rules and
regulations soon began to appear.
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Noises in the Literary Air
The new awareness of urban noise that developed during the early Showa era was
not something limited to government bodies and citizens groups involved in noise
surveys and noise abatement campaigns. In February 1931, for example, the journal
Chūō kōron published five vignettes about urban sounds and noises in a special
feature, the title of which roughly translates as “Listening to the Acoustic Waves of
Cities” (Tokai no chō’on wo kiku). The short works were written by five leading
authors: Sasaki Fusa, Hayashi Fumiko, Uno Chiyo, Orimoto Sadayo, and Akamatsu
Tsuneko. Each vignette presented a particular urban setting and its associated noises.
Some of the noises are presented as a regular fixture of their settings, such as the
tireless sound of Western classical music spilling out of a shop in the Shinjuku district
of Tokyo; others mark a singular event, like the sudden rush of workers exiting a
factory when the noise of a boiler abruptly ceases. In each case, noises afford another
dimension of reality to their settings, as a pervasive layer of the atmosphere, say, or as a
marker of spatial distance between ones immediate surroundings and another space
from which the noise emerges.
Together, the five auditory sketches formed a literary noise survey of city life almost
in parallel to the government noise surveys that were being conducted in places like
Osaka. Sounds, of course, resonate through space, and in so doing they give texture
and definition to our experiences of the surrounding environment, at times traversing
the border between seemingly distinct spaces, perhaps, or at others demarcating a
shared area of audibility. For example, in “Shiroi ie” (“The White House”)̶one of
the five works that was included in the Chūō kōron special feature̶Sasaki Fusa uses a
single piercing sound to create a sense of alienation between two separate spaces. As
the narrator lies in bed one night, he hears (or perhaps just imagines that he hears) a
fleeting female voice calling out from the nocturnal darkness of his neighborhood: the
womanʼs voice, seemingly coming from the mysterious “white house” of the title, has
the effect of just momentarily opening up this visually hidden space for the narrator.
In contrast, in “Gogo sanji, daitokai” (“3 p.m. in the Metropolis”) Uno Chiyo
presents the din of multiple, overlapping noises (as opposed to a single identifiable
sound), writing that “the metropolis is a box-like engine room packed with noise”
(218). Here Uno gives urban noises a feeling of suffocating materiality, much like
Schaferʼs lo-fi soundscape; but she also uses the auditory to provide a spatial image for
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the metropolis as a crowded, box-shaped engine room.
Another short literary work published in 1931 that deserves mention here is Ito
Seiʼs “A Department Store Called M” (M hyakkaten). Ito made his name in the
literary world translating from English the works of British modernists such as D. H.
Lawrence, James Joyce and others. He also produced numerous works of his own in
which he pursued the kind of modernist depiction of consciousness found in the
works of the British writers he so admired. In the following scene from “A Depart-
ment Store Called M” we track the thoughts of Kusano, a young man who is idly
waiting while a friend shops in a department store. Notice how the music from an
electric gramophone trickles through the crowds of customers:
Among the confused noise of the crowds filling the store, Kusano happens to
catch a strain of a certain gentle melody, and he turns his head. Right in his line
of vision is a series of stairways zigzagging upward, stretching to the fifth, sixth,
and seventh floors. Thereʼs a big hollow space running through this building from
the first to the seventh floor. Men, women, and more women climb up and down
the staircases. By the stairway on the fifth floor is a dark crowd of people. Thatʼs
where the music is coming from. An electric gramophone. Itʼs from a machine. What
music is it playing? Schubert? People are only moved by music that evokes an old-
fashioned atmosphere. Eine Kleine Nachtmusic would be better, but even so. . . Itʼs
Goetheʼs “Heidenröslein.” “But the boy did pick the wild rose upon the moor. The
rose fought back and pricked, but ʼtwas of no avail, and oh, the rose did suffer, losing
all its scent. Wild rose, wild rose, wild red rose, wild rose on the moor.” In time with
the music, Kusano slowly taps his toe, making the tip of his shoe bob up and
down. (Itō 420, italics in original translation)
In this scene, music from the electric gramophone extends throughout the hollow
core of the department store over multiple floors, and thereby seems to provide a sense
of unity to these otherwise divided spaces. One could say that it produces an auditory
backdrop of sorts, which also serves as a backdrop to consciousness: as Kusano scans
the interior of the department store with his eyes, his mind also follows the
gramophoneʼs music through his ears.
The scene demonstrates something like what Reiner Plomp describes as the conti-
nuity effect of hearing in which the mind compensates for missing auditory elements
over a duration of sound, and makes a continuous auditory stream. Ingrid Monson
explains the continuity effect in the following terms:
The ability to track a musical line or to understand a conversation after a third
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or fourth speaker joins is evidently a complex perceptual process that involves
both analyzing the sounds heard and synthesizing them into a coherent stream.
In experimental contexts, speech or tones intermittently interrupted by bursts of
white noise are heard, nevertheless, as a continuous stream. [ . . .] The human
ear, evidently, has the capacity to reinstate sounds that have been masked by
noise or other auditory interference and in the process create a more stable
interpretation of the auditory landscape. (39-40)
In the scene from Itōʼs story, we see how Kusano first struggles to pick out the music
of the electric gramophone from amidst the flurry of other noises in the hall; once his
mind has grabbed onto the tune, however, he is able to follow it and even immerse
himself into its rhythm. The scene presents a prime example of Itōʼs interest in how
the mind attends to the surrounding world of auditory sensations.
In literary works like A Department Store Called M or the vignettes collected in
Chūō kōron, both from 1931, we can see how sounds and noises have become
noteworthy material objects in the air, instead of simply incidental, mood elements in
the background of a scene. In the literary imagination of the 1930s, in other words,
noises begin to emerge as reified objects of contemplation in their own right,
saturating the urban atmosphere. There emerges a deeply synesthetic approach to the
perception of sound, so that noises are now perceived as tangible, almost visible
objects moving and mixing through space. The city had become, in Uno Chiyoʼs
image, “a box-like engine room packed with noise.”
Noise in the Talkie Era
Noise is also a central theme in what is usually considered Japanʼs first complete
talkie, Gosho Heinosukeʼ s The Neighborʼ s Wife and Mine (Madamu to nyōbo),
released in August 1931, the same year as the literary works mentioned above.
3）
In
this film, the original intended title of which was none other than “The Noise from
Next Door” (“Tonari no zatsuon”), a writer who has moved to the posh suburb of
Denʼenchōfu in western Tokyo is tormented by the constant din of a jazz band
practicing next door, and is unable to concentrate on the manuscript he is writing. In
the early scenes when the writer is first distracted by “the noise from next door,”
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3) A number of directors had dabbled with filmic sound before Gosho, with films that
included a number of special scenes with sound. Goshoʼs was the first feature film to have
sound from beginning to end.
therefore, the source of the main audio which we hear is located beyond the frame of
the image. Here we have the kind of audio-visual setup which the French film theorist
Michel Chion refers to as the acousmatic, “wherein one hears the sound without
seeing its cause” (Audio-Vision 32). Even as the screened image presents the space of
the writerʼs study, the acousmatic noise of the jazz band drifts in from another space
beyond the limits of the screen. Through this situation, the film explores relationships
between modern attention and suburban, middleclass notions of privacy. One of its
main themes is the “struggle” between attention and distraction: the film effectively
presents a gap between what the camera shows (the writer in his study trying to
concentrate on a manuscript) and what the microphone lets us hear (the muffled
sound of jazz from next door which tugs at his attention). Through much of the film,
therefore, noise is uncoupled from its visual source, making it an independent object
of distraction. (The irony here is that this “object of distraction” for the writer would
surely have been the primary object of attention for the filmʼs audience, who had
come both to watch and to listen to Japanʼs first successful talkie.) Noise, in other
words, is presented as something out of place, a product of spatial transgression.
In the latter half of The Neighborʼs Wife the incubus of noise is finally brought in
line with the image̶and thereby transformed into a more domesticated
sound̶when the camera follows the writer next door to the source of the music. The
film dramatically plays out the logic of Altmanʼ s ʻhermeneutic soundʼ: as Steven
Connor explains,
A question is always broached by a sound, a question that cannot be laid to rest
until the sound is embodied, prescribed an origin, returned to the source from
which it can then be seen to have come. Sound must be sighted. Sound comes
first, in order that it can be shown to have come second, to have emanated from
a source.
4）
In The Neighborʼ s Wife, this moment of embodiment, through which sound is
brought back to its origin and thereby put in synch with image, is performed as a
literal event. Not only does the image follow the trail of the intrusive noise back to the
jazz band playing next door, once we arrive at the source of the noise we are presented
with the most elemental art of embodiment: dance. The music which the writer had
been trying so hard to keep out (keep out of his room, keep out of his head), now
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seems to overcome him, enticing him to perform a comical jig. Sound finds its body,
if you will: it becomes a component of the image. Thus in The Neighborʼs Wife a
relationship is put forth between image and sound in which sound is gradually
incorporated into image, first presented as an acousmatic intrusion from a space
beyond the on-screen space (that is, deeper in the story-world reality than the
previously deaf camera could have ever captured), and then through a gradual
suturing of that intrusive noise to the image by following it to its source.
Once the talkie era got under way in Japan with The Neighborʼ s Wife, the
reproduction and incorporation of so-called ambient noises became a basic aspect of
film production, as one part of the new art and science of sound editing. “Ambient
noises” in fact were not really noises (in the sense of interference) at all, but tightly
controlled auditory indicators of specific locations and background events, usually in
the form of acousmatic sounds that enter a scene from beyond the frame of the filmed
image. As film theorists like Michel Chion and Hasumi Shigehiko have observed, the
so-called “soundtrack” of films is in fact a myth, since most noises are actually
recorded separately from the image and are carefully edited in after filming.
5）
This
practice of recording and adding noises into film was established from the very
beginning of the talkie era. Thus at about the same time that noise abatement activists
began going out into city streets to record samples of urban environmental noise, in
the film industry sound technicians (so-called Foley artists) were also out recording
evocative “ambient” noises. In the 1930s, noises became objects of attention and
collection in the world of film as well.
Noises beyond the City
While the notion of noise pollution was usually associated with life in the cities and
suburbs, in fact during the 1930s noises of the modern age were also being heard and
noted in the countryside. As the native ethnologist Yanagita Kunio recognized,
sounds of modernity often traveled to remote country towns and villages through
unique channels. In his majestic Meiji Taishō shi: sesō hen (ʻThe History of Meiji and
Taisho: A Collection of Social Scenesʼ), again from 1931, Yanagita reports on certain
strange noises that people living in remote, rural areas throughout Japan, claimed to
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have heard:  
Tales of communal auditory hallucinations in peaceful villages at the foots of
mountains, involving the sacred music of mountain gods or the sound of tengu
[ long-nosed, winged human-like creatures] felling trees, are of times past; more
recent are the stories, reported all over Japan, of tanuki [ raccoon dogs]
mimicking the sound of trains in the middle of the night, as they dash along
rural train tracks. In every case, these reports inevitably arose very soon after
trains first started running in a certain area. Similarly, when an elementary
school would be opened somewhere for the first time, soon afterwards reports
would arise that somebody or something was copying the noises of rowdy
children in the middle of the night. Or in villages where telegraph lines were
installed for the first time, the local mujina [ another name for raccoon dogs]
would reportedly come up to houses and shout “Telegram delivery!” from
outside the door. (57)
In this way, in Meiji Taishō shi Yanagita presented his shin-shikionron (literally, “new
theory on colors and sounds”), through which he proposed to examine the
experiences of everyday life at the basic level of the human senses. Throughout the
work Yanagita describes these and various other outrageous phenomena, very often
heard but usually not seen, in remote villages where something momentously modern
had suddenly appeared.
During the 1910s and 1920s, through an era of rapid modernization in which
historical changes were felt most acutely in Japanʼ s major cities, Yanagita had
stubbornly written numerous works that recorded the traditional lifestyles, rituals,
beliefs and stories of local communities in rural Japan. As Marilyn Ivy has argued, in
works like his famous Tales of Tōno from 1910, Yanagita presented a kind of
“uncanny double” of modern Japan with stories of local ghosts and dead ancestors;
these supernatural figures served as the traces of an older Japan, lost in the cities but
still recoverable in the countryside. In other words, in Yanagitaʼs early works the
spatial distance between city and countryside typically served also as a temporal
distance between modern and pre-modern.
What makesMeiji Taishō shi from 1931 unique (indeed what makes it arguably his
most significant work) is that here Yanagita disrupts his usual binary spatial
framework between modern and pre-modern, and focuses instead on the liminal
frontiers of capital where modern and pre-modern cannot be so easily separated. Thus
even as Yanagita continues to explore rural communities, he no longer comes across
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the usual “traditional” tales of singing mountain gods or powerful tengu felling trees:
indeed, these are “of times past.” Rather, what he discovers in these liminal spaces are
the typical signs of modern capital̶railway lines, telegraphy, modern education̶in-
terpreted through the framework of an earlier cast of characters̶tanuki, ghosts, and
other pre-modern pranksters.
And furthermore, in these frontier spaces of mixture and confusion, the primary
sense of perception is hearing rather than sight. As we noted above, the comical and
outrageous tales of tanuki imitating the noises of long-distance trains and telegram
deliverymen are based on fleeting auditory experiences which, significantly, can never
be “verified” through sight. In these experiences we find yet another example of
hermeneutic sound, as Yanagita himself explains:
Newly created noises, even those that are accidental [ ...] , tell us about the lives
of their producers. People identify noises instantly; or when they cannot, they
will without exception ask what the noise was. In other words, noise has always
been a vital source of social knowledge. (56)
When people cannot identify a noise, what they are left with is a question. And that
question is in turn “solved” in terms of what is familiar̶playful tanuki and curious
ghosts. The noises of trains and schools and telegrams, that is to say, the signs of
modern capital, can be heard, but they are not yet completely understood. It is as if
modernity, not unlike Yanagitaʼs prankster mujina, has reached the doorstep of rural
Japan, but has not yet come in to the homes and lives of its people.
Noise, by nature, is unstable and unruly; it transgresses borders and disrupts social
processes; it tends to pop up where it doesnʼt belong, spilling over walls or sneaking in
under doors. We try to escape it, we try to keep it down; but the less there is of it, the
more we notice whatʼs left of it. (As D. H. Lawrence understood, even the noise of a
mosquito can be unbearably loud in an otherwise silent room.) In this paper I have
focused on a period in history in which attempts were made to isolate, regulate and
record noises. With the technical separation of sounds from their sources made
possible by modern audio technologies such as the gramophone, radio and telephone,
noise was eventually standardized and reified in the late-1920s as a quantifiable,
material object isolated from its source. As we have seen, with this conceptual
development noise emerged in the early-1930s as a new tangible and material object
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to be attended to for its own sake. And we find this new attention to the noises of high
capitalism in works of literature, film and ethnography from this period, especially, as
we have seen, starting from about 1931. City surveyors, literary writers, film sound
editors, and rural villagers, all out and about keeping records of the modern noises
they heard. Must have been one noisy world!
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